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Thirty thousand hardbacks sold! On Mexico's Day of the Dead, the skeletons jump for sheer joy.

And no wonder: they've been cooped up the whole year and now they're ready to party. Watch the

calaveras shake, rattle, and roll as they celebrate the biggest event of the graveyard's social

calendar!
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Having been born and raised in the Midwest, I've always had a fascination with Mexico's Day of the

Dead. The idea that you could joyously celebrate the lives of family and friends who have passed on

struck me as being unique and beautiful.The Little-Bitty Book for the Day of the Dead starts with an

imaginative and whimsical poem, in both English and Spanish, illustrated with the most charming

group of skeletons that you are likely to encounter in a children's book.Rounding out the book is

information about The Day of the Dead, including suggestions on how to celebrate this popular

Mexican holiday, with recipes for Pan de Meurto and sugar skulls.This book is a must have for any

multi-cultural children's library.

This "little-bitty" book is small in size but definitely not small in information. This book was packed

full of all kinds of facts and ideas for DÃa de los Muertos. The book begins with a little story that is



brilliantly illustrated in pen-and-ink with spot color. The illustrations are skeletons wearing clothes in

the style of Juan Guadalupe Posada, the "patron saint" of DÃa de los Muertos illustrations. This

story is a rhyming tale of the skeletons during the fiesta told in both English and Spanish. This is

great because it can be read by patrons that read either language, and can improve bilingualism in

those that are learning English or Spanish. These illustrations are more in the style of the holiday

than any other print source I could find. After the story, the book becomes very informative. It gives

the history of the holiday, and gives ideas to children on how to celebrate at the cemetery. It lists

many ideas for making an ofrenda (altar and its offerings) for a departed loved one, and then gives

recipes for making Pan de Muerto and a Sugar Skull.

The Festival of BonesLuis San VicenteCinco Puntos Press978-1-941026-03-8$7.95, 32 pgsThe

Festival of Bones, written and illustrated by Luis San Vicente, is The Little-Bitty Book for the Day of

the Dead, a bilingual early reader, translated from the Spanish by John William Byrd and Bobby

Byrd of Cinco Puntos Press. Luis San Vicente is a Mexico City artist whose work has been exhibited

in Mexico, Venezuela, Europe and the United States. He is a winner of UNESCO's NOMA

Encouragement Concours Prize for Illustration.Originally published in Mexico in 1999, Festival is a

poem, song, cookbook, history and craft how-to all rolled into one enchanting package. An ancient

Aztec tradition that has been incorporated over hundreds of years into the Catholic tradition, El

DÃa de los Muertos is a holiday celebrated in Mexico from October 31st through November 2nd. It

is a joyful time when family and friends gather together to remember the dead.They're coming and

they're goingAnd you see them passing by.They're dancing over here,They're chatting over

there...It's their dayAnd they're going to have a good time.The illustrations in Festival, in Mexican

folk-art style, depict a happy celebration of the lives of the dead as they make their way to the

graveyard, singing and dancing, rollerskating and riding bicycles.Included in the text is a simple

history of the holiday and ideas for your own celebration, including suggestions for building an altar

and recipes for pan de muerto (a sweet bread) and sugar skull candies. Festival is a charming book

that would be a great addition to every little Texan's library.

Mexico's Day of the Dead is a three day celebration where one's deceased loved ones are

remembered and celebrated. At the end of the book there are suggestions for celebrating the Day of

the Dead along with several recipes. Although I enjoyed the book and the illustrations, I think the

skeletons may be frightening or scary for young children. Particularly, "the baby skeleton, with her

scary mask and her box with the little candle."



The illustrations are fabulous, and the reading rhythm and flow of the English portion of the book is

fawless. At the end of the story the author explains the traditions of The Day of the Dead, and there

are activities and recipes included, for having your own celebration. I cannot champion this book

enough! I was given access to this book via Edelweiss in return for an honest review. I will definitely

be featuring this book on my Children's blog today. I am only sorry that it is not available as an

ebook so parents could purchase it instantly, in time to have the book for the Day of the Dead

celebrations this weekend.

The first half is a poetic picture book with stunning illustrations and words in both English and

Spanish while the second half is filled with information about the Day of the Dead, traditions, how to

build an altar, poems and recipes. This is a great book for exploring other cultures and holidays with

children and good to have if looking for another way to celebrate the beginning of fall.I found it

helpful in helping my children to remember relatives who have passed and to help take some of the

fear out of death.

The Festival of Bones is a great way to introduce children to Dia De Los Muertos. The artwork is

fantastic. We have three other Day of the Dead children's books, but this one is my favorite. I love

that it is bi-lingual and the illustrations are incredible. In the back of the book are some fun facts

about the holiday, and recipes for Sugar Skulls and Bread of the Dead. I highly recommend this

book.
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